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Description:

In the dark days immediately after 9/11, the CIA turned to Dr. James Mitchell to help craft an interrogation program designed to elicit intelligence
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from just-captured top al-Qaida leaders and terror suspects.A civilian contractor who had spent years training U.S. military members to resist
interrogation should they be captured, Mitchell, aware of the urgent need to prevent impending catastrophic attacks, worked with the CIA to
implement enhanced interrogation techniques--which included waterboarding.In Enhanced Interrogation, Mitchell now offers a first-person account
of the EIT program, providing a contribution to our historical understanding of one of the most controversial elements of Americas ongoing war on
terror. Readers will follow him inside the secretive black sites and cells of terrorists and terror suspects where he personally applied enhanced
interrogation techniques.Mitchell personally questioned thirteen of the most senior high-value detainees in U.S. custody, including Abu Zubaydah;
Abd al-Rahim al-Nashiri, the amir or commander of the USS Cole bombing; and Khalid Sheikh Mohammed, the mastermind behind the
September 11, 2001, terror attacks--obtaining information that he maintains remains essential to winning the war against al-Qaida and informing
our strategy to defeat ISIS and all of radical Islam.From the interrogation programs earliest moments to its darkest hours, Mitchell also lifts the
curtain on its immediate effects, the controversy surrounding its methods, and its downfall. He shares his view that EIT, when applied correctly,
were useful in drawing detainees to cooperate, and that, when applied incorrectly, they were counter-productive. He also chronicles what it is like
to undertake a several-years-long critical mission at the request of the government only to be hounded for nearly a decade afterward by
congressional investigations and Justice Department prosecutors.Gripping in its detail and deeply illuminating, Enhanced Interrogation argues that it
is necessary for America to take strong measures to defend itself from its enemies and that the country is less safe now without them than it was
before 9/11.

Dr. James Mitchell recounts the history of the CIAs enhanced interrogation program and in doing so demonstrates the principled manner in which
the agency developed the program while under intense pressure from the president and congress to act quickly. One significant point is the decision
to restrict enhanced interrogations to a selection of those used in the militarys SERE training for two reasons. First, these techniques had been
proven safe over decades of training our own armed forces. Second, a restricted selection of techniques avoided freelance escalation that might
occur in the absence of strict guidelines. Dr. Mitchells description of interviews of high profile terrorist leaders helps us understand the successes,
challenges, and limitations of the CIA interrogation program. He unflinchingly looks at certain instances where interrogators failed to follow
guidelines; pointing out how CIA investigated, and referred cases to DOJ where appropriate. Mitchell also analyzes certain abuses outside the
CIA program to show how they wound up destroying Americas efforts to gather intelligence from captives. A sad and disappointing part of this
story was how quickly politicians turned on the patriots trying in good faith to run the CIA program. The actions of Senator Diane Feinstein in her
role on the Senate Select Intelligence Committee were especially dispicable: cherry picking information to reach a predetermined conclusion, not
interviewing any CIA employees, and going so far as to leak the real names of CIA officers to the press--thus exposing them and their families to
jihadi reprisals. In the final chapter Dr. Mitchell discusses what weve lost in abandoning the collection of human intelligence and the risks this poses
for America. Overall, this is a comprehensive overview of the rise and fall of the enhanced interrogation program that is a must read for anyone
interested in this chapter of the war against Islamist terrorism.
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works. And nice and thick at a full 200 pages. CT Publishing should offer most of these as free patterns on their website in order to sell more
Interrotation:. I have a buddy who was consistently misdiagnosed. 584.10.47474799 The bureaucratic benefits system, built to stop people getting
the help they need. Fleda is most certainly determined to "try a life exempt. i have enjoyed many of the travelers' tales books and the paris edition
was no exception. Finished off the story very well and didn't leave you wondering about any of the characters. Come on Disney, give us a Scrooge
movie, and use this story if you won't give us a Life and Times one. The search for the perpetrator involves sorting through drug involvements and



Marxist involvements as well as more recent events in the life of the victim, and Mr. AA history buffs will absolutely LOVE it. I found it to be
unreadable as a result of the above.
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